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About This Game

3D Pinball game with an amazing feature: a Table Editor for you to create and play your own tables. Pinball comes with 10
original tables and a growing number of online tables created by players around the world. Experience tons of amazing effects in

this original, highly entertaining Pinball game. With realistic physics, cool sounds and unlimited tables, Pinball will have you
coming back for more.
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Title: Pinball
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
baKno Games
Publisher:
baKno Games
Release Date: 21 Nov, 2007

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: XP

Processor: Intel Single Core

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 2004 GPU

Storage: 200 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Japanese,Korean,Portuguese,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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I just bought this game because it was reccomended to me as an online multiplayer. There's not a single person online. refund
please.. A very nice, highly sought after game (to me). I always said that if a game like this comes out, I'd buy it.

On to the good stuff;

1) Very well optimised (in my opinion, depends on your setup).
2) A niche but good and refreshing idea - I've personally been sick of battle royale games dominating the market.
3) I believe this game has been made by one guy..? Not 100% sure but if so, brilliant job!
4) Only encountered one bug\/ glitch so far but a simple return to menu fixed it!

The "bad" ;

1) I don't think the developer's first language is English (due to quite a lot of broken English dialogue) but you can piece it all
together and get the idea.
2) Admittedly, the game CAN get a little repetitive, there's quite a lot of micro-management and you currently can only sell
clothes and shoes. This is by no means a bad thing, the game IS in early access so I'm looking forward to any future updates!
3) The A.I pathing system for the customers needs a bit of work as, depending on your placement of your clothing racks, the
customers end up walking into each other and get 'scrambled' but they've always "fixed themselves".

All in all, a fantastic launch, especially for early access! If you enjoy management styled games where you run your own
business, design your whole shop, recruit and fire employee's etc then this game should be great for you.. Pretty good. Free.
Very JRPG. You kill God with the power of love. 6\/10.. I played the game for 17 minutes, It was boring after 5. All levels are
the same basic structure and repeat many times. DO NOT BY THIS GAME AS A SIMULATOR. i have genuinely bought a
19p game that is better than this (it's called intergalactic bubbles it's kinda cool game!) probably the worst game i have played in
a while.. There are many mysteries in this world. One of them is the lack of attention Full Bore has gotten, since it\u2019s such
a great Metroidvania puzzle game.

You play as a boar in a mine populated by talking boars. You\u2019re in debt and you need to repay it by finding blue gems
hidden all over the map. There\u2019s also lore to find that will tell why the boars closed off an area of the mines, and who left
all these computers and junk everywhere.

The puzzles are all block pushing puzzles. There are blocks that do different things and you are going to hate the ones that
disintegrate after you climb on top of them. Some puzzles are optional, which is a good thing since these puzzles are not of the
easy, obvious sort. You will get frustrated and will probably look up a guide to solve them, and then you will slap yourself in the
head because now it feels obvious(which is the mark of a good puzzle game). Don\u2019t expect powerups of any sort. There
aren\u2019t any. However, you can go faster by digging into the same type of block multiple times. There\u2019s a rewind
function where you go back into the past so you can redo your moves. This is extremely helpful.

The game has good controls. You can climb, stomp, push things, and there\u2019s a delay when you go over a block since you
might not want to change your position just yet.

The music for this game is very good too, and I came back to the ost multiple times and looked up Adjective Plural Noun, the
band that made it. At some point I\u2019ll buy the ost.

The art\u2019s pleasing. It\u2019s pixel art, but it\u2019s got it\u2019s own style and isn\u2019t trying to look like other
games.

I don\u2019t have any problems with the game, but I\u2019m not a nitpicker.
The 40 hours I've spent on this game should be a testament to its worth.. Its pretty good.. THE EDF
DEPLOOOOOOOYYYYYYSSSSSSSS. gameplay is really fun. controls feel a little bit clunky and the ui could be better. if it
hits the smootheness and polishing of battlerite it will be sure a good game. full support at the moment
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A simple game (early access); and very rogue-like for those who played rogue back in the 80's. Worth playing.

In short - I really like it; but have only made it to the 1st boss a few times (I do not game often). It is harder at first, but if you
plan to die and test how things work, it makes later runs easier.

General discription - Pick up items, use sword and\/or wand to slay enemies. The enemies are not bright, but it works.

The real bonus to this game is the game development. On the first weekend release, players left the developers comments and
they were implimented by the end of the weekend. I have left a long list which included far fututre suggestions - these were all
implemented in 1 week. I will not hold the developer to that short of time line; but most other games when I and the community
leave comments on critial errors; they go unattended for a year+, or ignored. So thank you to the developers for listening and
responding quickly to improve the game (I.E. Caring about players, their ideass, and the gtame itself).. Kind of the ARPG
equivalent of Monster Hunter, but very dumbed down. Still fun though, I guess.. This game is great and has a lot of potential.
The stealth and teleportation feel great, the bow is hard to aim but very satisfying. At the moment there ins't much to it but it's
worth purchasing if you want to see more of this sort of thing in VR. Can't wait for more content.. Certainly the most notable
thing in this game is the voice work of characters, which was wonderful for the time this game was released.

The story line is actually good, but nothing remarkable. There are some specific creative points that may make it worth to check
the full plot.

The graphics could have been better, but they are acceptable.

The game is challenging and does it work for a good point and click. There aren't many parts where what you have to do is much
far from the expected, but it happens (what I mean with this is that the game doesn't expect much non sense actions from the
player, which is good).

I've seen some bugs, but they didn't break the game at all. Well, just the last one, which deleted my save file (was close to the
end, so I gave up and just checked the ending parts on YouTube).

Overall, better than many point and clicks that came after, so would surely recommend it for the ones who like the genre.

7\/10. Game could've been better in every aspect. Should be played only if you're desperately looking for sokoban game.. very
good, nice graphics
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